INPUT INSERT (41816) TO BE REMOVED PRIOR TO USE

OUTPUT INSERT (41817) TO BE REMOVED PRIOR TO USE

USE TYCO LUG #324159 OR EQUIV. FOR INPUT CONNECTION ALL PRODUCTS

USE TYCO LUG #696049-1 OR EQUIVALENT FOR PRODUCTS WITH - OUT RETURN TO CASE, USE TYCO LUG #2-36161-6 OR EQUIVALENT FOR ALL OTHER PRODUCTS.

PRODUCT | DIM 'A' | DIM 'B' | DIM 'C'
---|---|---|---
3414 DCM | 1.61 [40.93] | .788 [20.005] | 3.38 [85.93]
3714 DCM | 1.61 [40.93] | 1.150 [29.200] | 3.75 [95.13]
3814 NBM - OUT RETURN TO CASE | 1.02 [25.96] | 1.277 [32.430] | 3.76 [95.9]
3814 BCM - OUT RETURN TO CASE | 1.02 [25.96] | 1.277 [32.430] | 3.76 [95.9]
4414 BCM | 1.61 [40.93] | 1.757 [44.625] | 4.35 [110.55]
4414 BCM - OUT RETURN TO CASE | 1.61 [40.93] | 1.277 [32.430] | 4.35 [110.55]
4414 PFM | 1.61 [40.93] | 1.757 [44.625] | 4.35 [110.55]

NOTES:
1- RoHS COMPLIANT PER CST-0001 LATEST REVISION.
2- SEE PRODUCT DATA SHEET FOR PIN DESIGNATIONS.